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The only machine performance monitoring tool that integrates with JobBOSS2 to 
help you reduce downtime and scrap, and improve machine health.

How does a 15% increase in machine productivity sound?
Fantastic, right? That percentage of increase translates to an extra hour of uptime per machine 
every day. The value of this is $20,000 per machine per year.*  Alora works with JobBOSS2 right out 
of the box to connect and analyze back office and machine data in real-time. Visualizing that 
production performance through dashboards is the key to driving behavior change and making 
big improvements. 

Alora, the Machine Intelligence 
Platform for JobBOSS2

NORMAL CYCLE

Machine is:

NORMAL CYCLE NORMAL CYCLE ANOMALY

Machine Name: #108 Job: 42678 Part: TL-567R Est. Setup Hrs: 1.5 Act. Setup Hrs: 1.75 Est. Run Hrs.: 8 Act. Run Hrs.: 5.47JobBOSS data:

Machine data:

ON OFF 100% of short cycles alert Operator to 
halt machine and fix before proceeding

Figure 1: Shop floor dashboards show in real-time when a machine is on or off. Simply knowing they are being measured 
triggers operators to take actions that reduce downtime. Managers and operators become familiar with the pattern for each 
part. Changes in the normal pattern indicate 'abnormal conditions' alerting them to halt and fix the issue which minimizes 
scrap and improves machine health. 

JobBOSS2 data:

Machine data:



How Alora + JobBOSS2 works on the  
shop floor:
• Alora connects to any machine regardless 

of age, manufacturer, or current connectivity 
including old presses and punches

• Machine data is analyzed in real-time along 
with stored JobBOSS2 data for each operation

• Shop floor dashboards (included) visualize this 
data in real-time so managers and operators 
can initiate actions that reduce downtime, 
reduce scrap, and improve machine health
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Contact us today to learn more

How Alora + JobBOSS2 works for 
managers:
• Dashboards can be viewed in real-time on their 

desktops, tablets, or smartphones

• Estimated Run Time data in JobBOSS2 can be 
compared to actual Machine Hours from Alora 
to determine at a glance which operations are 
off track so the appropriate action can be taken

• At end of operation/week/year, utilization 
data can be pulled by machine, operator, part, 
etc. to identify opportunities for productivity 
improvement

Discover production problems, prevent errors, and eliminate defects therefore improving 
productivity, uptime, and your bottom line. 

Figure 2: Ready-to-use templates like this one allow you to look at Machine Utilization for individual jobs, parts, 
operators, work centers, etc. to determine what is driving downtime.

*Assumes Average Customer Data: 45% baseline uptime, 16-hour day, $75 shop rate.
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